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Abstract. The task of partial copy detection in videos aims at finding
if one or more segments of a query video have (transformed) copies in a
large dataset. Since collecting and annotating large datasets of real par-
tial copies are extremely time-consuming, previous video copy detection
research used either small-scale datasets or large datasets with simulated
partial copies by imposing several pre-defined transformations (e.g., pho-
tometric or geometric changes). While the simulated datasets were useful
for research, it is unknown how well the techniques developed on such
data work on real copies, which are often too complex to be simulated. In
this paper, we introduce a large-scale video copy database (VCDB) with
over 100,000 Web videos, containing more than 9,000 copied segment
pairs found through careful manual annotation. We further benchmark
a baseline system on VCDB, which has demonstrated state-of-the-art
results in recent copy detection research. Our evaluation suggests that
existing techniques—which have shown near-perfect results on the sim-
ulated benchmarks—are far from satisfactory in detecting complex real
copies. We believe that the release of VCDB will largely advance the
research around this challenging problem.

Keywords: Video copy detection, benchmark dataset, frame matching,
temporal alignment.

1 Introduction

With the popularity of video capture devices and network sharing activities,
a huge amount of videos are being transmitted online. This brings increased
concerns about copyright issues due to the very low cost of copying a video (or
a small fraction in it) and massively distributing it on the Internet. Therefore,
video copy detection, which aims at automatically identifying copies in a large
dataset, has received significant research attention.

The task of video copy detection is very challenging because of the complex
content variations that widely exist among the copied segments, such as scale
and lighting changes. Research on copy detection has benefited significantly from
the invention of local invariant features like the SIFT [1]. Indexing structures
such as the inverted file have also been popularly adopted to enable efficient de-
tection [2]. While great progress has been made, many recent works focused only
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Fig. 1. Three pairs of frames extracted from copied video segments in VCDB. All the
copies were found directly from the Internet through careful manual annotation. The
complex forms of transformations in VCDB pose new challenges to video copy detection
research, as the existing datasets were mostly generated “artificially” by imposing a
very few number of pre-defined transformations.

on entire video-level copy detection [3, 4], where a query video and a reference
video normally share very long copied segments. Annotations in these datasets
were provided only at video-level, i.e., whether or not two videos are copies of
each other, preventing research on finer-grained partial copy detection where
the copied segments are short and may be even just one single frame. Precise
partial copy detection is desired particularly in large datasets so that copyright
protection becomes easier.

Because the manual annotation of real partial copies is very difficult and
extremely time consuming, recent research on partial copy detection has mostly
been done on small scale datasets with simulated copies [2], produced by impos-
ing pre-defined transformations like modifications in scale and contrast. While
the simulated datasets have been very useful, it is unknown how well the state-
of-the-art approaches work on real copies, many of which are too complex to be
simulated by just applying a few pre-defined transformations.

This paper introduces a large-scale video copy detection database (VCDB)1

that aims to address the aforementioned shortcomings of the existing datasets.
We construct a dataset of over 100,000 videos downloaded from the Internet,
covering a wide range of topics like movies and sports. Through careful manual
annotation, approximately 9,200 partial copies were found between around 6,000
pairs of videos. Figure 1 shows a few example frames in the found video segment
copies, where the transformations between each pair are very complex. To set
up a good baseline and understand the limitations of the existing solutions,
we benchmark a popular method that has demonstrated state-of-the-art copy
detection results in the literature. We also compare a few popular techniques in
this area and provide insightful discussions.

The main contribution of this work is the construction of a large dataset with
realistic partial video copies, which requires significant efforts in both design

1 Available at: http://www.yugangjiang.info/research/VCDB/
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and annotation. Through benchmarking state-of-the-art techniques on the new
comprehensive dataset, we observe that the systems that have produced near-
perfect results on the simulated datasets like TRECVID [5, 6] are still far from
satisfactory. This opens up new opportunities to continue further research around
this problem to make copy detection algorithms practically more effective.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review related works in Sec-
tion 2. Section 3 describes the construction and annotation of VCDB. Section 4
briefly introduces the baseline system and Section 5 discusses the evaluation
results. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

We first discuss related datasets for video copy detection, and then review a few
representative approaches.

Video Copy Detection Datasets: Although the problem of video copy
detection has been investigated for decades, very few benchmark datasets have
been constructed. Many researchers constructed their own datasets and did not
release them for cross-site comparison. For instance, Indyk et al. [7] downloaded
2,000 clips of news, music videos and movie trailers. The duration of these clips
is between 2 and 5 minutes. Copies were generated by the authors using pre-
defined transformations including inserting TV logos and using various cam-
cordings, frame rates, etc. Joly et al. [8] collected 1,040 hours of TV video data
stored in MPEG1 format, containing contents in various categories like commer-
cials, news, sports and TV shows. Copies were also created by imposing some
transformations.

Perhaps the first well-known public benchmark is the Muscle-VCD, created
by Law-To et al. [9], which contains around 100 hours of videos collected from
the Internet, TV archives and movies. Videos are in different resolutions and
formats. There are two kinds of queries representing two practical situations:
(1) ST1: entire video copy (normally between 5 minutes and 1 hour), where
the videos may be slightly recoded and/or noised. (2) ST2: partial video copy,
where two videos only share one or more short segments. This scenario was
also simulated by using video-editing softwares to impose a few transformations.
The “transformed” segments were later used as queries to search their original
versions in the dataset. The duration of a segment normally ranges from 1 second
to 1 minute.

The importance of video copy detection was also recognized by the U.S.
National Institute of Standards and Technology, whose annual TRECVID eval-
uation [10] included a separate task on copy detection in 2008. Each year a
benchmark dataset was generated and released only to the registered partici-
pants of the task. The TRECVID datasets were constructed in a very similar
way to the Muscle-VCD. The 2008 edition, used in several recent works like
[6, 2], contains 200 hours of TV programs and around 2,000 query clips. Each
query was generated using a software to randomly extract a segment from the
dataset and impose a few pre-defined transformations. The copy detection task
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Reference Year Partial Copy Type of Copies

Indyk et al. [7] 1999 N Real
Joly et al. [8] 2003 Y Simulated

Muscle-VCD [9] 2007 Y Simulated
CC Web [3] 2007 N Real

TRECVID 2008 [10] 2008 Y Simulated
UQ Video [4] 2011 N Real

VCDB — 2014 Y Real
Table 1. Comparison of video copy detection datasets, sorted by construction year.
VCDB is the only one containing real partial copies.

of TRECVID was terminated in 2011 because near-perfect results were reported.
However, as will be shown later in this paper, the existing approaches cannot
detect many real partial copies.

Different from the datasets mentioned earlier, which are all simulated based
on pre-defined transformations, a few datasets have real video copies directly
obtained from the Internet. The CC Web dataset constructed by Wu et al. [3]
has been popularly used, which consists of 12,790 videos collected from the video
search results of Google, YouTube and Yahoo!. Another recent dataset, called
UQ Video [4], was constructed by extending the CC Web with more background
distraction videos. Both datasets were created for near-duplicate video detection,
which by definition is different from the copy detection problem. For instance,
two videos containing the same scenes but originally captured from two different
cameras could be near-duplicates but not copies. Many copies in the two datasets
are easy to be detected as the transformations among them are very limited. In
addition, the labels in the datasets are only available on video-level, indicating
whether or not two videos are copies of each other without the timestamps of the
copied segments. Therefore they are not suitable for evaluating the techniques
of partial copy detection. We summarize these datasets and compare them with
VCDB in Table 1.

Video Copy Detection Approaches: Several noteworthy copy detection
systems have been proposed in the past decade. We briefly describe a few rep-
resentative ones. Works on entire video-level copy detection relied on the use
of global features like color histogram and local features like the LBP [11, 3, 4].
Reasonably good results were obtained as the samples used in the experiments
were mostly simple with limited content variations.

To accurately locate partial copies, particularly those under severe content
transformations, more advanced techniques are needed. In [5], local features are
extracted and quantized using the bag-of-visual-words (BoV) representations,
which are then indexed by an inverted file structure for efficient retrieval. In [2],
local descriptors were also used, but were quantized into an aggregated represen-
tation similar to the Fisher Vectors [12, 13]. The aggregated features were then
encoded using an indexing structure for efficient frame retrieval or matching.
Finally, a modified Hough voting scheme was used to fuse the frame matching
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results and produce segment level copy predictions. Similarly, another system
introduced by Tan et al. [14] used standard bag-of-words representations of the
local descriptors, which were indexed in an inverted file structure. The matched
local descriptors across two frames were further filtered by a geometric consis-
tency verification method, which is able to reject outlier wrong matches that are
geometrically not consistent to a majority of matches. After that, a temporal
network model was constructed and the partial video copies can be found by
solving a network flow optimization problem.

As can be summarized from the above works, most copy detection systems
start from the extraction of local features, which are then used for frame-level
matching. Finally, the frame matching results are sent into a temporal alignment
method to identify the copied segments. The main differences of these systems
lie in the choices of the efficient descriptor matching method (e.g., using the
product quantization [15] or its extended version [16]), the geometric verification
scheme (e.g., using the Weak Geometric Consistency [5] or its variant [17]), or
the final copy segment identification algorithm. The first two steps, i.e., the
local descriptor matching and geometric verification, are technically very similar
to the approaches for image-based object retrieval, which has been extensively
studied in the vision community [18, 5, 19–22].

3 Creating VCDB

3.1 Database Collection

All the videos in VCDB were downloaded from video-sharing websites YouTube
and MetaCafe. In order to collect representative partial copies, we started from
28 carefully selected queries, covering a wide range of topics such as commer-
cials, movies, music videos, public speeches, sports, etc. We downloaded the
top returned search results of the queries from the two websites, and manually
picked on average around 20 videos per query. These videos are all relevant to
the query and many of them share partial copies. In total we have 528 videos
(approximately 27 hours) in the core dataset, forming around 6,000 candidate
pairs (

(
20
2

)
×28) requiring manual annotation.

To make the task of copy detection in VCDB close to the realistic appli-
cation scenario, we further downloaded 100,000 videos from YouTube as back-
ground distraction videos. We skimmed over these distraction videos to reduce
the chance of having copies of videos in the core dataset. The final VCDB consists
of both the core dataset and the distraction videos.

3.2 Annotation

Annotating 6,000 pairs of videos on frame level is an extremely difficult task,
particularly when many copies in the core dataset are short segments. Figure 2
gives an example of multiple partial copies between two videos. Manually iden-
tifying the boundaries of the segments is very time-consuming. Different from
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Fig. 2. An example of a video pair containing multiple partial copies. Similar cases are
frequently seen in VCDB.

simple image or video annotation tasks that can be performed on crowdsourc-
ing websites like the Amazon MTurk, the task of annotating partial copies is
sophisticated as it requires more inputs with precise operations. This makes it
very difficult to design a good interface on the MTurk for the novice workers.
We therefore employed seven part-time annotators, who were well trained before
performing the task.

An annotation tool was developed with careful design to finish the task effi-
ciently. Each time two videos were shown to an annotator, who can view them
separately or in parallel with different start times to compare them. The an-
notator can then input the timestamps of all the found copied segments. To
speed up the effort, the transitivity property of the video copies was utilized
in the annotation tool. Specifically, if two segments are copies of the same seg-
ment in another video, they are very likely to be copies of each other. Notice
that the transitivity property does not always hold, since the bridging segment
may contain two different scenes (a.k.a. picture-in-picture) that are copies of the
two segments respectively (see an example of picture-in-picture in the middle
of Figure 1). Therefore, the tool will automatically recommend these candidate
segment pairs from transitivity propagation to the annotator for confirmation.
This function can largely reduce the annotation time, because the annotator
rarely needs to manually specify the boundary frames of these segments. The
entire annotation process finished in about one month (around 700 man-hours).

3.3 Statistics

As a benchmark dataset, it is important that the copies in VCDB are represen-
tative and diverse. In total, 9,236 pairs of partial copies were found. Figure 3
gives one example copy from videos downloaded by each of the 28 queries. As
can be clearly seen, there are a wide range of content transformations among
the partial copies in VCDB, which cannot be fully covered by the very few pre-
defined transformations used in generating the existing datasets with simulated
copies.

We manually went through all the 9,236 pairs to count the number of copies
according to a few major transformations popularly used in generating the sim-
ulated datasets. We found that around 36% of them contain “insertion of pat-
terns”, 18% are from “camcording”, 27% have scale changes, and 2% contain
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Fig. 3. Example frame copies from the videos downloaded by the 28 queries, respec-
tively. Ordered from left to right and top to bottom, the corresponding queries are
topics about commercials (3), movies (11), music video (1), public speeches (3), sports
(6), surveillance event (1), and others (3).

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

1 (77.1%) 2 (11.1%) 
>2 

(11.8%) 

[0s,10s] (31.7%) 
>180s 
(8.3%) 

[0,20%] (43.7%) [80%,100%] (30.8%) 
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(21.2%) 
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(11.2 %) 

[20%,40%] 
(11.8%) 

[40%, 
60%] 
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[60%, 
80%] 

(6.9%) 

Fig. 4. Statistics of VCDB: (a) the number of partial copies per video pair, among
those having at least one copy; (b) the duration of the partial copies; and (c) the
percentage of the duration of the copy segments in the corresponding parent videos.
See texts for more explanations.

“picture in picture” patterns. These percentages are quite different from that in
the simulated datasets. Many “insertion of patterns” copies exist in the prac-
tical scenario because of the logos of different TV channels, and the “picture
in picture” patterns frequently seen in the simulated copies do not seem to be
popular in real cases.

Figure 4 further shows some statistics of VCDB. We see that, among the
video pairs that have at least one partial copy, nearly 80% of them contain just
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Fig. 5. The general framework of a video copy detection system.

one copied segment and as high as 20% contain two or more partial copies. In
addition, 32% of the found copied segments are less than 10 seconds and another
28% are between 10 and 30 seconds, which are very short. More importantly,
according to Figure 4(c), we see that 44% of the copies are shorter than 1/5 of
their parent videos and only 31% of them occupy over 80% of the parent videos.
This confirms the fact that most copies in VCDB are partial video segments.

4 The Baseline System

To evaluate the capability of current copy detection techniques, and also to
understand the difficulty of VCDB, we benchmark a system that has produced
strong performances on various datasets. This also sets up a good baseline for
future systems to compare against. Most state-of-the-art video copy detection
systems follow a basic pipeline as shown in Figure 5. The first several core
components of the baseline system (modules 1–4 of Figure 5) are based on the
work of Herve et al. [5]. For temporal alignment, we adopt and compare two
options [14, 2]. In the following we briefly describe the techniques used in all the
modules.

Feature Extraction and Frame Representation: First, frames are uni-
formly sampled from the videos and local SIFT descriptors are computed on
each of the frames. The popular BoV representation is then used to quantize the
SIFT features from each frame. The codebook used in generating the BoV rep-
resentations is constructed by hierarchical k-means, which segments the SIFT
feature space into many Voronoi cells.

Indexing and Hamming Embedding: The inverted file structure is
adopted to index the frames for efficient online frame matching. Hamming em-
bedding is used [5] to alleviate the effect of quantization errors in the traditional
BoV representation. Specifically, the key idea of Hamming embedding is to par-
tition each Voronoi cell into a few subspaces. Each subspace is represented by a
very short binary code, so that the feature similarity within the cell can be mea-
sured by the Hamming distance that can be efficiently computed. With Hamming
embedding, two SIFT feature matches only when they fall in the same Voronoi
cell and their Hamming distance within the cell is smaller than a threshold. This
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is better than directly using more Voronoi cells (i.e., more clusters) because using
more cells will incur significant quantization error [23].

Geometric Verification: The SIFT matches found by the inverted file and
Hamming embedding are not always correct. One important reason is that the
BoV representation and the indexing structure do not capture any geometric
information such as the orientations of the local image patches. The match-
ing accuracy can be improved by geometric verification as a post-processing
step to exclude “wrong” matches that are not consistent with a majority of
matches geometrically. For this, a weak geometric consistency (WGC) method
[5] is adopted. WGC is based on the angle and scale parameters of the SIFT
descriptors, which are used to adjust the matching scores of video frames. The
underlying assumption is that the matching score of a frame pair should be en-
hanced if the matched SIFT features are transformed by consistent angles and
scales. Similarly the score should be reduced if the matched features are trans-
formed inconsistently. As both the angle and the scale parameters are embedded
in the SIFT descriptors, WGC can be very efficiently computed. For more details
of the Hamming embedding and the WGC, readers are referred to [5].

Alignment by Temporal Network: Two frames are considered to be a
copy pair if they have a sufficient number of matched SIFT features over a thresh-
old. The next step is to align the matched frames and identify the copied video
segments, by considering both the visual similarity and the temporal informa-
tion. Note that this alignment process also has the capability of further filtering
the wrong frame matches by checking temporal (in)consistency. We adopt two
methods to achieve this goal. The first one was proposed by Tan et al. [14], who
formulated the problem by network flow optimization. Given a query video Q
and a database video R, a temporal network is constructed by querying the top-k
similar frames from R using Q. After that directed edges are established across
the frames in the top-k lists by chronologically linking the frames according to
their timestamps. The value (edge weight) of the link (edge) is the similarity
value between the corresponding frames. Finally, optimization is performed to
identify the longest path (segment) by considering three constraints: the maxi-
mum difference between the timestamps of two successively aligned frames, the
minimum length of a copied segment, and the minimum similarity value between
the matched frames.

Alignment by Temporal Hough Voting: The second temporal align-
ment method adopted in this work is called temporal Hough transform proposed
in [2]. Denote s(tq, td) > 0 as the matching score between a query frame at time
tq and a reference database frame at time td. A histogram h(δ) is computed to
accumulate the frame matching scores for the matched pair within a window of
δ frames: h(δ) =

∑
tq∈Y s(tq, tq + δ), where Y is the set of timestamps of the

query and s(tq, tq + δ) = 0 if the timestamp tq + δ does not exist in the database
video. Peaks are then searched in the histogram, and the matched segments are
identified around the peaks. In addition, because consecutive frames in videos
can be visually very similar, we often see bursts of matches which bias the scores
returned by the Hough histogram. To alleviate this issue, a re-weighting scheme
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is adopted to normalize the matching scores. The normalized scores are used as
input to compute the histogram h(δ). This alignment method was used in a sys-
tem [2] that produced competitive results on the TRECVID dataset of simulated
partial copies.

Discussions: Here we briefly discuss the rationale of selecting the baseline
techniques. One important guideline is that the selected techniques should be
representative and have shown consistently good results on multiple datasets. We
underline that, although the methods of [5] and [2] were proposed a few years
ago, to our knowledge they still represent a state-of-the-art solution, and sys-
tems developed on top of them have demonstrated outstanding performance in
competitions such as the TRECVID [10]. Very few new copy detection methods
have been developed recently. This is probably because the near-perfect results
on the traditional simulated databases have delivered a wrong signal that the
video copy detection problem might already be successfully solved. Perhaps the
most related approach proposed recently is by Revaud et al. [16], who used a
different frame representation called VLAD [13] and an extended version of the
product quantization [15] for event retrieval in large video databases. We also
implemented this pipeline on VCDB but observed slightly worse results than the
adopted baseline. This is probably because the approach was designed for similar
video event retrieval, which emphasizes more on similar semantics, not neces-
sarily the same visual patterns, and therefore did not enforce strong geometric
consistency of the matched local feature points.

5 Experiments

In this section we discuss experimental results. While our main purpose is to
analyze the results of the aforementioned techniques on VCDB, we also conduct
experiments on a small and popular benchmark, the Muscle-VCD dataset [9], in
order to ensure that all the methods are correctly implemented and to examine
the power of the baseline system.

5.1 Muscle-VCD

For this dataset, we focus on the ST2 of partial copies as described in Section 2.
In total there are 21 query segments, and performance is evaluated by QF=1−
|missed frames|/|groundtruth frames| and QS=(|correct| − |false alarm|)/
|returned segments|, following [9]. Throughout all the experiments in this work,
we use uniform frame sampling to extract two frames every second. Note that
using more frames may lead to slightly better results, but evaluating this factor
is beyond the focus of this paper.

Using the baseline system with the first temporal alignment method, i.e., the
temporal network, we achieve 0.81 for QS and 0.70 for QF. To our knowledge
the best results achieved on this dataset are 0.86 and 0.76 respectively for the
two criteria, reported in [14] where a similar method to the baseline system was
used. The small performance gap is mainly due to the use of different geometric
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Fig. 6. Precision-recall curves of the baseline system on the core dataset of VCDB,
using the two temporal alignment methods respectively. Left: segment-level results.
Right: frame-level results. Overall, the performance is much worse than that reported
on the existing datasets with simulated copies, indicating that partial copy detection
in realistic videos remains a challenging problem that deserves future research.

verification methods. An improved version of the WGC was used in [14], while
our baseline uses the standard WGC.

5.2 VCDB

This subsection presents results on VCDB. We first report performance on the
core dataset, and then discuss the results of large scale experiments by incremen-
tally adding the background distraction videos. Each segment of the 9,236 pairs
is used as a query. Performance is measured by the standard precision and recall,
which are widely adopted and can nicely reflect the power of a copy detection
system. A detected pair of copied segments is considered correct if both segments
have intersection frames with a ground-truth pair. We do not set a minimum
percentage of the overlapped time window because hitting a ground-truth pair
with one single frame will be adequate in practical applications such as copy-
right protection. More formally, the segment-level precision (SP) and recall (SR)
are defined as: SP=|correctly retrieved segments|/|all retrieved segments|
and SR=|correctly retrieved segments|/|groundtruth copy segments|. In addi-
tion, we also measure frame-level precision and recall on the core dataset as
auxiliary criteria to understand how accurate the baseline system is, which
are defined as: FP=|correctly retrieved frames|/|all retrieved frames| and
FR=|correctly retrieved frames|/|groundtruth copy frames|.

Results on the core dataset are shown in Figure 6. To plot the precision-recall
curves, we adjust the thresholds of the frame matching scores and the minimum
numbers of matched frames needed for temporal alignment to achieve different
levels of detection precisions and recall rates. We compare the two temporal
alignment methods on this core dataset. The only technical difference behind
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Fig. 7. Precision-recall curves of large-scale copy detection on VCDB, using the tem-
poral network method with different numbers of background distraction videos.

the two curves is the use of different alignment methods. As can be observed
from the figure, the temporal network method produces better results in most
cases, which shows the effectiveness of explicitly enforcing the several constraints
in an optimization framework. This method is slightly slower than the Hough
voting based method but is practically acceptable as the number of matched
frames is limited after thresholding. In addition, we see that the frame-level
recall tends to be saturated at 0.5 for the temporal network method and at 0.45
for the Hough voting. This indicates that around half of the copied frames are
difficult to be identified by the baseline system.

Overall, the results on this core dataset are far from satisfactory. The baseline
system with the temporal network alignment method achieves very impressive
results on the Muscle-VCD dataset, but can only attain a segment-level recall
of around 0.48 at a similar precision of 0.80. The frame-level recall is similar at
the same level of precision. This clearly verifies our argument that partial copy
detection under realistic scenario is much more challenging.

Next we move on to the large scale copy detection experiments by gradu-
ally adding the background distraction videos. We use four distraction set sizes
with 10,000, 30,000, 50,000, and 100,000 (the entire VCDB) videos respectively.
Results are visualized in Figure 7. As expected, the performance drops with an
increasing number of the added distraction videos. However, the degradation is
quite insignificant considering the large number of distraction videos included
in the experiments, particularly when recall is smaller than 0.4. This indicates
that the baseline system is not very sensitive to background noises, which is
quite appealing as robustness is very important in large scale real applications.
In addition, similar to the trends shown from the small-scale experiment on
the VCDB core dataset, one can observe from Figure 7 that the existing tech-
niques face difficulties in locating nearly 50% of the partial copies. These copies
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Fig. 8. Four frame pairs that are difficult to be detected, which contain very severe
and complex content variations.

are valuable resources as they pose new challenges for future research. Figure 8
shows examples of a few failure cases.

6 Conclusions

We have introduced a new dataset called VCDB for partial copy detection in
videos, which is—to our knowledge—the only large scale dataset containing re-
alistic partial video copies. Most previous video copy detection research used
simulated datasets, on which near-perfect results have been frequently reported.
Because of this, copy detection is sometimes considered as a solved problem.
This has largely limited the needed progress of copy detection research. With
over 9,000 carefully annotated partial copies and over 100,000 videos, VCDB goes
far beyond the existing benchmarks and poses new challenges to the research
around this problem.

We evaluated a baseline system on VCDB, which is built upon techniques
that have produced state-of-the-art performances on related tasks. The perfor-
mance of the system is far from satisfactory, indicating that VCDB is arguably
a good benchmark for future investigations. We also compared two temporal
alignment methods on VCDB and observed that the temporal network method
with optimization using explicit constraints tends to be a better solution. The
best recall rate on VCDB is just close to 0.60 when the precision significantly
drops to 0.20. This suggests that future research on copy detection should pay
particular attention on the frame matching stage to overcome the difficulties
caused by the severe content variations.
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